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This report is Volume 4 of six volumes of the final report on "Nuclear Rocket
Shielding Methods, Modification, Updating, and Input Data Preparation". This work was
performed for the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsville, Alabama,
under Contract No. NAS-8-24919, Control No. DCN 1-X-80-00056. The technical monitor
of this contract was Mr. Henry E. Stern, Deputy Manager of the Nuclear and Plasma Physics
Division of the Space Sc iences Laboratory, MSFC. A description of the ANISN-W Code
is presented in this volume.
In summary, the six volumes of the final report are as follows:
Volume 1: "Synopsis of Methods and Results of Analyses" - A summary of the work
performed under this contract,
Volume 2: "Compilation of Neutron and Photon Cross Section Data" - A d-scription of the
_r six Master Libraries of neutron and photon, cross section data,
Volume 3: "Cross Section Generation and Data Processing Techniques" - A description
of the GAMLEG-W, APPROPOS, NAGS, and SATURN codes,
• P
Volume 4: "One-Dimensional', Discrete Ordinates Transport Technique" _- A description
of the AN ISN-W code,
Volume 5: "Two-Dimensional, Discrete Ordinates Transport Techniques" A description
of DOT- IIW, DOQ, ADOQ, and MAP codes, and
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The WANL version of the ANISN computer code for solving the one-dimensional,
energy dependent, I inear Boltzmann transport equation with general anisotropic scattering
is described The major improvernents of the ANISN-W code over the ANISN code are
1) the inclusion of automated tape linkage of input and output data, and 2) the capability
to input a distributed or shell source from cards and/or from tape. Detailed user information
including problem setup, running time, boundary conditions, quadrature data,and mesh
spacing requirements is described. In addition, requirements for cross section weighting,
search calculations, activities and stacked problems are given. Typical problem setup
information is supplied as well as a description of the printed output. A sample problem
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This report is Volume 4 of six volumes of the final report on "Nuclear Rocket
Shielding Methods, Modification, Updating, and Input Data Preparation. " Presented in
this volume is a description of the ANISN-W, one-dimensional, discrete ordinates transport
code.
The ANISN -W code is an integral part of both the preliminary or parametric
and the detailed design radiation analysis methods provided for the Marshall Space Flight
Center under this contract and the previous contractual work (NAS-8-20414). A simplified,
schematic diagram of each method is shown in Figures 1-1 and 1-2. Both methods are ful ly
described in Volume 1 of this report.
In the preliminary or parametric design method (Figure 1-1), the APPROPOS
code (Volume 3) is used to prepare neutron and photon cross sections and other basic data
for use in the transport and data processing codes. These cross sections are input to the
r	 ANISN-W code (Volume 4). The ANISN-W code computes one-dimensional neutron and
photon fluxes in the reactor geometry. From the neutron and photon fluxes neutron and photonp	 g	 fi7	 P	 r	 P
energy sources and distributions or heat generation rates are obtrained using the NAGS data
processing code (Volume 3). These sources and distributions are used as input to the KAP-VI 	,.
point kernel code (Volume 6). The KAP-Vi code provides gamma ray and fast neutron radia-
tion levels at locations external to the reactor. Radiation sources, heat generation rates, and
radiation environment, both internal and external to the reactor as well as shield effectiveness
can be computed using the preliminary or parametric design method.
In the detailed design method (Figure 1=2), the neutron and photon cross sections
prepared by the APPROPOS code (Volume 3) are used as input data to the DOT - IIW, two-
dimensional, discrete ordinates transport code. The DOT - IIW code (Volume 5) competes the
two-dimensional neutron and photon fluxes throughout the reactor geometry. The NAGS
data processing code (Volume 3) processes these fluxes and calculates neutron and photon
k
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Figure 1-2. Flow Chart for Detailed Radiation Analysis
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energy deposition and neutron and photon energ-sources and distributions within the reactor
system. These sources and distributions are used as input to the KAP-V1 point kernel code
(Volume 6). The KAP-V1 code provides gamma ray and fast neutron radiation levels at
locations external to the reactor. In addition, the surface leakage fluxes from the DOT-IIW
problem geometry are used as input to the MAP radiation transport code (Volume 5). The
MAP code computes the radiation environment at selected surfaces or points external to the
DOT-IIW geornetry and includes provision for lost-flight transport using optional point
kernel techniques. The SCAP single- or albedo-scatter code *(Volume 6) is used to compute
external radiation environment using, as source input data, the output from either the KAP-VI
or the MAP codes. Radiation sources, heat generation rates,and radiation environment, both
internal and external to the reactor as well as shield effectiveness can be computed using
the detailed design method.
The SATURN (Volume 3), DOQ (Volume 5), and ADOQ (Volume 5) codes are
additional data preparation and handling codes. These codes are provided as convenient
tools for manipulating targe quantities of data or providing selected input data.
In the analysis of nuclear systems, a one-dimensional, transport theory code serves
as the basis for many different types of calculations such as criticality, reactivity coefficients,
critical size, preliminary shield design, flux attenuation, cross section group collapsing and
upscatter removal. The need for a flexible yet efficient code to facilitate these calculations
t
is obvious. For this reason, the ANISN-W program was developed.
ANISN-W is a multigroup discrete ordinate transport code that solves the energy
dependent, one-dimensional, Boltzmann transport equation with general anisotropic scattering
for slab, cylindrical or spherical geometries. In addition, multigroup flux distributions may
be used to perfeirn a group reduction of the cross sections.
(( The program described here is the latest WANL production version of the code.
ANIS14 1) s originally developed by W. W. Engle, Jr.,* and subsequently modified by the
authors to satisfy the needs for a flexible production technique at WANL.





2.0 ANISN -W CODE
2.1	 COMPUTER CODE SYNOPSIS
1. Name: ANISN-W(112)
2. Computer: The code is designed for the UNIVAC-1108 computer.
3. Nature of Physical Problem Solved ANISN -W solves the one-
dimensional, energy dependent, Linear Boltzmann transport equation with general
anisotropic scattering for sIcb, cylindrical and spherical geometries. ANISN-W
solves forward or adjoint, homogeneous or inhomogeneous problems. The in-
homogeneous problems may have a fixed volume distributed source, or a specified
angular dependent shell source at any mesh interval; fissions may be included
for a subcritical system. Vacuum, reflective, periodic, white, or albedo boundary
conditions may be specified. Time absorption calculations, concentration searches,
outer radius searches, buckling searches, or zone thickness searches are also
solved. Cross sections may be input from a library tape and/or from cards. Fixed
distributed sources or shell sources may be input from cards and/or from tape.
The code also includes space point scaling to accelerate the flux solution on
inner iterations.
4. Method of Solution: The discrete ordinates or Carlson's Sri method
using a diamond difference solution technique is employed. (3) The method is
applicable to both neutron and gamma ray transport problems. The solution in
the code will approach the exact solution of the Boltzmann equation with in-
creasing orders of approximation as the space, tingle, and energy mesh approaches
differential. size.
5. Restrictions on the Complexity of the Problem: The ANISN-W computer
code utilizes variable dimensioning to facilitate efficient core data storage
2-1
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allocation. Because of the variable dimensioning technique, on any given data
array, no size restrict "on
 is imposed; only a size restriction on the length of the
sum of al  arrays is imposed. The amount of core data storage for a given problem
may be exactly computed as indicated in the documentation.
6.	 Typical Running Time: The ANISN-W code computes approximately
1720 to 2930 angular fluxes per second on the UNIVAC-1108 computer,
7,	 Unusual Features of the Program: The code employs a general aniso-
tropic scattering capability, variable dimensioning, and as a secondary calcula-
tion, th e spatially dependent flux may be used as group weighting data to perform
a group collapse of the cross sections.
8. Related or Auxiliary Programs: Cross sections may be supplied by the
GAMB1 T, (4) GAMLEG-^N, (5) or APPROPOS (5) codes, as well as other cross
section generation programs. Fixed distributed neutron or photon sources as
well as energy deposition may be calculated with the NAGS(5) code.
9. Status: The code is in production use at the Marshal I Space Flight
Center (MSFC). Users at MSFC load the code from a tape with control cards
followed by the user's input data.
10. References: 1. R. G. Soltesz and R. K. Disney, WANL-PR-(LL)-034,
Volume 4, "One-Dimensional Transport Technique,"
August 1970.
2. W. W. Engle, Jr., K-1693, "A Us ers' Manual for
ANISN," March 196Z
3. F. R. Mynatt, F. J. Muckenthaler, and P. N. Stevens,
CTC-INF-952, "Development of Two-Dimensional
Discrete Ordinates Transport Theory for Radiation
Shielding," August 1969.
4	 G. Coll ier and G. Gibson, GAMBIT Program",








5. R. G. Soltesz, R. K. Disney and S. L. Zeigler, 'WANL-
PR-(LL)-034, Volume 3, "Cross Section Generation and
Data Processing Techniques," August 1970.
11. Machine Requirements: The ANISN -W code is in production at MSFC
on the UNIVAC-1108 computer with 65K core storage Locations. The source
program requires 16K decimal Locations; the remaining locations are used for
problem data storage. Up to seven tape or disk devices are required in addition
to input, output, and punch disks.
12. Programming Language Used; The code is written entirely in standard,
USASI FORTRAN-IV.
13. Operating System Under Which Program is Executed: The ANISN-W
code is operational under the EXEC8 Monitor System at MSFC.
14. Other Programming or Operating Information or Restrictions: None
15. Name and Establ ishment of Authors:
R. G. Soltesz and R. K. Disney
Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory
P. O. Box 10864
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15236
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2.2 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION
2.2.1	 Input Format
The input data for the ANISN-W code are divided into the following seven data
sets:
A) Overall problem data storage allocation
B) Overall problem title and CPU time estimate
C) Overall problem parameters
D) Cross section data
E) Fixed source data
F) Flux or fission guess data
G) Remainder of data
The first data set is entered on a single, formatted card which is the first physical
card of each problem deck. The second data set consists of a single card containing a
problem descriptive title and Central Processor Unit (CPU) tirne estimate.
All remaining input data sets (C through G) of an ANISN-W problem are written
in one of three FORTRAN type format capabilities. The integer data arrays (denoted by a
dollar sign) must always be input in the standard ANISN-W format capability consisting of
	 {
6 fields of 12 columns in each field. Each field in the standard format is subdivided into
three subfields as shown in figure 2-1. Integer data must be entered as right adjusted * in the
third subfield of each data field. Real data (denoted by a *, U, or V) may be entered in the
standard ANISN-W,or one of two non-standard, FORTRAN format capabilities.
The non-standard WANL ANISN-W input formats which are shown in Figure 2-1
are included for the user's convenience and can only be used for any real (floating point)
data array. These non-standard formats cannot include any operation type (fill, skip,
interpolate, repeat, etc.) but can include blank fields on a card which cause the input
routine to ignore the rest of the card, i. e. , if the punched cross section data for a
* "Right adjusted"means that the last significant digit of a number is at the extreme right of
a field.
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1. Standard: (6 (I2, A1, F9.0))




Data Array Identification No. or Number of Operations
2. Non-Standard: (6E12.5), U Data Type
Card Columns
	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
llkx
Data Field
3. Non-Standard: (4(1X, E16.9 9, 1X)), V Data type or ODDK (FLOCOW)
Card Columns	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
E	 },
Data Field	 Exponent Field
f\
tr
material include 117 entries (9 group by 13 table length) the set would be 19 full cards
and a final card of 3 entries using the U format. ANISN-W would skip the last three fields
and commence reading at the first data field of the next card.
In the standard ANISN-W format, the second subfield may include one of the data
type or operation type or operation type code letters. The following characters may be
entered: $, *, U, V, R, 1 1
 T, S, F, A, +, -, Z, E, Q, N, M, W or X.
$ indicates the beginning of an integer (fixed point) array. The first subfield
identifies the data array.
* indicates the beginning of a real (floating point) array in standard format. The
first subfield identifies the array.
U indicates the beginning of a real (floating point) array in the non-standard
format 6E12.5 and the data array beginning on the next physical card. The first subfield
identifies the array.
V indicates the beginning of a real (floating point) array in the non-standard
(ODDK) format 4 (1X, E16.9, 1X). The first subfield identifies the data array beginning
on the next physical card.
R indicates that the data contained in the third subfield are to be entered R times
in succession. The first subfield defines the number of total successive entries or Repeats
(e. g., a 16R 1.0 enters 16 1.0' s).
indicates linear Interpolation between the data in the associated third subfield
and the following third subfield. The first subfield defines the number of interpolations
between the two data entries (e. g., 41 0 0, 10.0 enters 0. 0, 2. 0, 4. 0, 6.0 8. 0, 10.0).
T indicates Termination of data reading for a particular subset of data. No
further data reading for a subset of data is attempted and the program proceeds to the next
subset and the next physical data card.
S indicates Skip. The first subfield defines the number of entries to be skipped.
The third subfield may contain the first entry following the skips (e.g., 15S 1 enters a 1
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F indicates that the remainder of the present array is to be Filled with the data
entry in the third subfield. Any entry in the first subfield is ignored (e. g., F 1.0 will
enter a flat flux guess for al l groups and all points in the 3* or flux array).
A indicates Address modification. The next non-blank data entry is entered in
the Nth location of the present array where N is an integer entry in the third subfield
associatied with the A. Any entry in the first subfield is ignored.
•+- or - indicates exponentiation. The data entry in the third subfield is multi-
plied by I N where N is the entry in the first subfield. This option allows more signifi-
cant digits if necessary.
Z indicates the entry of Zeros. The integer entry in the first plus the third sub-
field indicates the number of successive zeros to be entered, (e.g., IOZ enters 10 zeros,
Z 20 enters twenty zeros, and l OZ 20 enters 30 zeros).
E indicates End array. This option skips to the end of an array without the need
for specifying the number of skips.
Q indicates sequence repeat. The integer entry in the first plus the third sub-
field indicates the number of previous entries to be repeated.
N indicates inverted sequence repeat. This option is similar to the Q option
except that the previous entries are repeated in reverse order, (e.g., 0, 2, 4, 2N enters
01 2, 4, 41 2).
M indicates inverted sequence repeat except that the signs of previous entries
are reversed when they are repeated.
W indicates the array identified by the first subfield will be read according to
the format on the following card.
X indicates the array identified by the first subfield will be read according to






3W	 Card 1 (remainder of card must be blank)
(7E 10.3)	 Card 2 (contains format only)
3X	 Card 3 (remainder of card must be blank)
Cards 4 through N (contain the data according
to the specified format. No blank fields are allowed)
Integer data in the third subfield must be right adjusted.	 Floating point data
may be written with or without an exponent and with or without a decimal point. If the
decimal point is not included, it is assumed to be immediately to the left of the exponent
field within the nine-column subfield. If there is no exponent, the decimal point is assumed
to be at the extreme right of the nine-column subfield.
The following restrictions must be observed when writing input data for the
ANISN-W program:
1) Floating point zeros must be written as 0. or 0.0. A . 0 or -0.0 in
either the standard or non-standard format is not acceptable.
2) Blanks are ignored and the reading of data commences on the next
physical card for the non-standard format and on the next field after the blank field for
the standard formats.
3) If an I is specified in any data field, the third subfield of that field
and the following third subfield of the next field cannot be blank. In addition, the second
subfield of the field following a field containing an I cannot contain an A.
4) 'If the third subfield of a data field containing a $ or an * contains
an integer, N, the next data entry is assumed to be the (N+1)th member of the array.






2. 2.2	 Input Da ta Instructions
This section describes the problem input data for the ANISN-W code. Section 2.3
presents a more detailed description of the data presented here. The quantity in slashes
represents the array dimension, and the expression in braces is the condition requiring that
array or set of arrays. Arrays or sets of arrays with the corresponding terminate (T) card
which are not required should not be entered. If no condition is specified, the array is
required. Note that a T must follow each of the five sets of arrays (C, D, E, F, or G) if
that set is entered.
A. LIM1 card* - format (6X, 16) This card contains the maximum number of
locations available for ANISN -W data (i. e,, LIM1=4900 10
 on the UNIVAC-1108. EXEC8
computer with a 65K core memory storage available).
B. Title card - and CPU time estimate-format (12A6, E8.5) CPU time Iimit
in seconds is entered in columns 73 - 80, inclusive. If columns 73 - 80 are left blank, the
option of forcing the termination of a calculation with a full printout before the time limit
is ignored. (See Section 2.3. 1 for details. )
C. Parameters
15$ Integer parameters/36/
1. ID,,	 problem I D
If ID is greater than 1000000, disadvantage factors will be com-
puted by group for each material which appears in the calcula-
tion.
2. ITH,	 0 - forward calculation
1 - adjoint calculation
3. ISCT,	 maximum order of scatter found in any zone (0/1/2.
PO/P1/P2.. scattering approximation in any zone) (19$ array
specifies P^ order by zone)
The maximum value of LIM1 is determined by the maximum size of blank
common set at code compile time.
2-9
4. ISN order of angular quadrature (even integer only, 2/4/6, . ;
S 2/S4/S6. .. ) If a diffusion theory solution is desired, set 1SN=2






6. IBL,left boundary condition
0 - vacuum (no reflection)
I - reflection (do/dX-O)
2 - periodic (Angular flux leaving left boundary re-enters in the
right boundary)
3 - white/albedo (Some fraction returns isotropically)
7. IM right boundary condition, same options as IBL
8. IZM,number of zones or regions in the problem geometry (9$)
9. lKnumber of mesh intervals in the problem geometry (8$)
10, IEVT,Type of calculation to be performed
0 - distributed fixed source or shell source calculation (in-
homogenous calculation)
i -• k=calculation (eigenvalue (homogeneous) calculation)
2 - a-calculation (time absorption calculation)
3 - concentration search calculation
4 - zone thickness search calculation
5 - outer radius search calculation
6 - buckling search calculation
1• IGM, number of energy groups in the calculation
12. IHT, position of







13, IHS,position of E gg (within-group scatter) in cross section
table
14. IHM,Iength of cross section table
15, MS,cross section mixing table length (10$, 11$, and 12*)
16, MCR,number of cross section sets to be read from cards (14*, 14U,
or 1 W)
17, MTP, number of crass section seN to be read from tape (13$)
Note;	 1,	 Cross ^;ention tape is mounted on logical tape
unit 14.
2,	 Cross sections from cords are read in before those
from tape.
3.	 Each set of cross sections whether from cards, tape,
or formed in the mixing table is assigned a
unique nufrr br,,,,P ;s;	 MT.
4.	 if ID2-1, no 13$ or 14* array is input and MTP
must be the total number of materials contained
on the group independent cross section tape
18. MT, total number of materials (MCR + MTP + mixtures formed in
cross section mixing table)
19, I DFM,O - density factors (21*) not used
1 - density factors used
20. 1 PVT, 0 - no effect
1 - enlrer K. as PV (16*)
2- enter ao as PV
21. IQM, 0 - no effect
1 - enter distributed source (17*)'
2 - enter distributed source from tape 9 and enter the
interval range to be used from tape 9 in the 17$ array
(17'x)
se
22. 1 PM, 0 - no effect
1 - enter shell source by group and angle (18*)
IM - enter shell source by interval, group, and angle
-1 - enter shell source from tape 9 and enter the mesh
number containing the desired shell source in the 18$
array (18$)
23. IPP, interval number which contains shell source if IPM = 1 or -1
0 otherwise
24,	 IIM, Maximum number of inner iterations by group (suggested
value, I IM > 20)
25.	 1 D1, 0 - no effect
1	 print angular flux
2 - punch scalar flux by interval, zone leakage, and
integral zone fluxes, and fission density by interval
(punch in 6E12.5)
3 both 1 and 2
26.	 1 D2, 0 - no effect
1 - use specially prepared group independent cross section
tape* (contains MTP materials) IDAT1 must be greater
than zero when this specially prepared tape is used
27.	 1 D3, 0 - no effect
N- compute N activities by zone
1 -ID3 must be>0ifID4>0
28.
	
I D4, 0 - no effect
1 - compute activities by interval
29.	 ICM, outer iteration maximum (Suggested value for K calculations,
IC:M=50) (Suggested value for source calculations with no
upscatter, ICM=1)







1 - cross sections and fixed sources stored on tape
2 - fluxes and currents on tape also
Note:	 1.	 When IDAT1=1, or 2, the Peripheral Processor
Unit (PPU) time and elapsed time increase
significantly.
2.	 IDAT1 must be greater than zero when
I D2=1.
31.	 IDAT2, 0 - no effect
If IDAT2 is greater than zero, the first IDAT2 outer
iterations will be executed according to the specifica-
tions in the 24$ array.
32.	 1 FG, 0 - no effect
1 - flux weight PO crcns sections and current weight
PR cross sections (L> 0) (27$ 1 28$)
2 - flux weight Pe cross sections (L ? 0) (27$, 28$)
33.	 1 FLU, 0 - step model used when I inear extrapolation yields
negative flux (mixed mode) (suggested option)
1 - use I inear model only
2 - use step model only
34	 1 FN, 0 - enter fission guess (2* or 2U)
1 - enter flux guess (3* or 3U)
2 - use fluxes from previous case
35.	 IPRT, 0 - print cross sections
1 - do not print cross sections
36.	 IXTR, 0 - calculate Pe scattering constants (Legendre co-
efficients, suggested option)








16* Floating point parameter/14/
1. EV,	 first guess for eigenvalue; see detailed notes for
explanation.
2. EVM, eigenvalue modifier; see detailed notes for
explanation
3. EPS, epsilon for lambda and upscatter convergence -
precision desired (Suggested value, EPS = 0.0001. If
small perturbations are under analysis, tighter convergence
is requ i red.)
4. BF,	 buckling factor
5. DY,	 cylinder or plane height for buckling correction
(may include extrapolation distance)
6. DZ,	 plane depth for buckling correction
7. DFM11 transverse dimension for void streaming correc-
tion (does not include extrapolation distance,
i. e. , the physical distance)
8. XN F, normalization factor (If XN F=O.0, no normaliza-
tion is done) (Suggested value, XNF=1.0)
9. PV,	 0. 0 ., ko , or ao according to I PVT = 0, 1, or 2
(for search problems, PV = desired eigenvalue)
10. RYF, X2 relaxation factor (suggested value, 0.5)
11. XLAL, pointwise flux convergence criterion, if entered.
If XLAL is zero, then integral convergence tests
are used with EPS as the criteria. (suggested
va l ue, 2.0 * EPS)
t
I(^) AstronuclearLaboratory
12. XLAH, upper limit for I 1.0-XI I used in l inear
search
13. EQL, eigenvalue change epsilon for search calcula-
tions, zero otherwise.








Cross Section Data	 ID2 = 0 }
13$	 Library ID number/MTP/ f MTP> 0} Cross section tape can
be generated by APPROPOS, GAMLEG-W, SATURN, or a
previous ANISN -W calculation. Data entered here must be in
same order as the data contained on Tape 14.
14*	 Cross sections/)HM x IGM x MCR/ {MCR > 0: standard
AN ISN formate
Fixed Source { I EVT = 0 and I D2 < 2 }
17*	 Distributed source /I GM x IM/ { IQM = 1 }
17$	 Interval range (K to M, inclusive) containing the distributed
source from tape 9, K < M 5 IM /2/
1IQM=2, IPM =0)
18*	 Shell source /IGM x IPM x MM*/ IPM > 0
18$	 Mesh Fine, M, containing the shell source from tape 9 which
is to be applies to the right boundary of mesh interva l





1Flux or Fission Guess I I FN < 2 }
2*	 Fission density /I M/ ^IFN  = 0
or
3*	 Flux guess /I GM x I M/ { I FN = 1 }
or
3U	 Flux guess/IGM x IMf(6E12.5 format, ANISN punched output)
Remainder of Data
1*	 Fission spectrum data /IGM/
The sum of the entries in the 1* array should equal 1. 0 for K
calculations.
4*	 Mesh line coordinates defining the IM mesh intervals /IM + 1/
5*	 Representative velocities by group /IGM/ (Suggested values,
F 1. 01 except for « calculations, where a search for the
amount of 1/v absorber to achieve criticality is made)
6*	 Angular quadrature weights /MM/
7*	 Angular quadrature cosines /MM/
8$	 Zone numbers by mesh interval /IM/
9$	 Material numbers by zone /IZM/
If a 9$ entry is negative, no buckling (transverse leakage)






* MM = ISN + 1 for plane or sphere










10$	 Mixture material numbers in mixing table /MS/ MS > 0 }
11$	 Component material numbers of mixtures in mixing table /MS/
MS >0
12*	 Atom densities of component materials in mixing tabl e /MS/
IMS> 0)
19$	 Order of scatter by zone /IZM/ ISCT> 0^
20*	 Radius modifiers by zone /IZM/ IEVT ^ 4^
21*	 Density factors by interval /I M/1 ^IDFM = 1}
22$	 Material numbers for activities /I D3/ ID3 >0
23$	 Cross section table position for activities /ID3/ ID3>0}
24$	 Diffusion or infinite media calculation markers /IGM/
II DAT2 >0
0 - Use the S n theory calculation for this group
1 - Use the diffusion theory calculation for this group
2 - Use the infinite homogeneous media calculation for this
group
If convergence is not obtained after IDAT2 outer iterations, the
problem continues using the Sri theory calculation for all groups
until convergence is obtained or ICM is reached.
25*	 Albedo by group - right boundary /IGM/ I IBR = 3^
26*	 Albedo by group - left boundary /IGM/ IBL = 3^
27$	 Few group parameters /6/ { I FG > 0}
1.	 ICON 0 -no effect`
1 micro cross sections desired




2 - macro cross sections desired (minus implies
cell weighting)
3 - both macro and micro cross sections desired
(minus implies cell weighting of the macro
da to )
Note:
	 1 - a maximum of 200 cross section sets
may be processed
2 - the processed cross sections are
placed on tape 4 for use in subsequent
ANISN -W or DOT-IIW calculations
3 - the macroscopic data precede the
microscopic data when ICON = 3.	 The
data are processed in the order given in
the 9$ and 11$ arrays with zero entries
excluded.
2. IHTF	 position of Etotal orFtr in weighted cross sections
3. IHSF	 position of 199 in weighted cross sections before
upscatter removal (minus implies upscatter
rem ova 1)
4. IHMF	 table Length of weighted cross sections
5. IPUN	 0 - no effect
1 - punch weighted cross sections on cards
6. IGBF	 Number of neutron groups in problem before group
collapsing.
	 This parameter is important for coupled,
neutron-photon, cross section collapsing





34*	 P^ scatter constants /J T*x MM,/ i IXTR = 1
Terminate Card
This concludes the required input data for one case; stacked problems would begin
with the title card. Details on how to stack problems are given in Section 2.3.
.1
'O JT = ISCT for plane-or sphere.
JT = (ISCT x OSCT + 4))/4 for cylinder. Note: JT is truncated to the next
lower integer for cylinders when ISCT is odd.
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2.2.3 Problem Size N-termination
I
To determine the number of data locations required for a given problem, each of
tha expressions in the two columns below should be evaluated and summed.
(240) (1 M) (I D PM)
(IGM + 1) (2) (IM) OGM) if IDAT1 < 2
(I GM) (5) (IM) if I DAT1 = 2
(IM) 01) 0HP)* (IGM) (MT) if IDAT1 = 0
(I M + 1) (4) (I H P) (MT) if I DAT1 > 0
(MM)*** (5) (IM) (IGM) (IQM) if IDAT1 = 0
(IZM) (3) (IM) (IQM) if IDAT1 > 0
(I PM) (MM) (I GM) i f I DAT1 = 0
(I PM) (MM) if I DAT1 > 0
(MS) (3) (IGM) if IBR = 3
(MT P) 0 M) (MM)
(I D3) (2) (IGM) if I BL = 3
(IFG) (5) (MM) (JT)**if ISCT>0
(IFG) (IGM) (IM) (JT) (IGM) if iSCT>0 and IDAT1 < 2
(IM + 1) (MM) (5) (MM) (IGM) if IDAT1 < 2
(I M) (J T) (2) (MM) if I DAT1 = 2
(IM) (JT) + 1 (IM) (ISCT)
(IGM) (IDAT2) (IM) (JT) if ISCT> 0 and IDAT1 = 2
2.2.4	 Description of Quadrature Data Sets
In the solution of the Boltzmann transport equation, integration over the S2
direction variable is necessary.	 In obtaining a numerical solution in the ANISN-W
"A.
* IHP IHM if there is no upscatter; LHP = IHM+1 if there is upscatter.
** JT = ISCT for plane or sphere; JT = (ISCT x (ISCT+ 4) )/4 for cylinder.
If ISCT = 0, JT = 1 in the equations above




code, this integration is performed by mechanical quadrature, where the continuous
variable,	 , is represented by a set of discrete directions ( Qs) and a corresponding set
of weights (ps). These directions are then equivalent to a set of points upon a unit sphere
with origin at R. In those cases where the azimuthal Q component can be eliminated, the
mechanical quadrature representation is achieved using a set of direction cosines (pm) for
the discrete directions ( ns) and a set of level weights (wm) for the point weights (PS ) over
the level m.
The requirements for rotation -reflection invariance with respect to 90-degree
axis rotations and with respect to reflections about an axis, axes, and the origin are im-
portant concepts in the selection of a generalized quadrature data set. It is convenient
and desirable to use a standard set of mechanical quadrature data that in no way biases
the results with respect to geometrical axis. For this reason, a set of completely symmetric
quadrature data sets satisfying certain even moment conditions 2^s well as rotational in-
variance a	 (^ were developed and calculated in the form necessary for use in the ANISN code.
These sets are presented in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 for plane and cylindrical one-dimensional






(2) E Nm wm = 0.0
m=1
and that:
(3) Nm / 0. 0 for a ll m
In addition to satisfying the above three equations, the quadrature data sets presented in
Tables 2-1 and 2-2 satisfy the requirement of rotation-reflection invariance as well as satisfying








Completely Symmetric Quadraturo Sets Satisfying Even Moment Conditions, for Plane
Geometry (Slab, Sphere)
Direction Cosines	 A ^
Wit---
Weights	 W^,
1 -1.00 S2 1	 00
2 _.57735 2	 0.500
3 +.57735 3	 0.500
1 -.9367418 S4 1	 0.0
2 -.8688903 2	 .1666667
3 -.3500212 3	 .3333333
4 +.3500212 4	 .3333333
5 +.8688903 5	 .1666667
1 -.9637974 S 1	 0.0
2 -.9261808 6 2	 .0880631
3 6815076 3	 .1572071
4 -.2666355 4	 .2547298
5 +.2666355 5	 .2547298
6 +.6815076 6	 .1572071 u
7 +.9261808 7	 .0880631
1 -.9759000 S 1	 0.0
2 -.9511897 8 2	 .0604938
3 -.7867958 3	 .0907407
4 -.5773503 4	 .1370371
5 -.2182179 5	 .2117284
6 +.2182179 6	 .2117284
7 +.5773503 7	 .1370371
8 +„7867958 8	 .0907407
9 +.9511897 9	 .0604938
1 -.9859208 S 1	 0.0
2 -.9716377 12 2	 .0353813







TABLE 2-1 (Con t' d)
Di recti on Cosi nes m,,_	 S n— Weights W
4 -.7600210 4 ,0624786
5 -,6280191 5 ,0631890
6 -.4595476 6 .1190886
7 -.1672126 7 .1639814
8 +.1672126 8 .1639814
9 +.4595476 9 .1190886
10 +.6280191 10 .0631890
11 +.7600210 11 .0624786
12 +,8722706 12 .0558811
13 +,9716377 13 ,0353818
1 -,9902984 S16 1 0.02 -,9805009 2 .0244936
3 -,9092855 3 .0413296
4 -,8319966 4 .0392569
5 -,7467506 5 .0400796
6 -,6504264 6 .0643754
7 -.5370966 7 ,0442097
8t -,3922893 8 ,10908509 -.1389568 9 .1371702
10 +,1389568 10 ,1371702
11 +.3922893 11 .1090`850
12 +.5370966 12 .0442097
13 +.6504264 13 .0643754
14 +,7467506 14 .0400796
15 +.8319966 15 .0342569
16 +.9092855 16 .0413296






Completely Symmetric Quadrature Sets Satisfying Even Moment Conditions For Cylin-
drical Geometry (Cylinder)
r	 Direction Cos ines µ, S n_	 Wei ghts ^W
1	 -1.0000	 S2	 1	 0.0




1 -.4950046 S	 1 0.0
2 -.3500212 4	 2 .1666666
3 *.3500212 3 .1666666
4 -.9367418 4 0.0
5 -.8688903 5 .1666667
6
-.3500212 6 .1666667
7 +03500212 7 .1666667
8 +.8688903 8 .1666667
1 -.3770795 S	 1 0.0
2 -.2666355 6 2 .0880631
3 +.2666355 3 .0880631
4 -.7318110 4 0.0
5 -.6815076 5 .0786035
6 -,2666355 6 .0786035
7 +.2666355 7 .0786035









13 +,2666355 13 .0880632
14 +.6815076 14 .0786035
15 +.9261808 15- .0880632
1
-,975900 S	 1 0.0
2
-.9511897 $	 2 .0604938
3 -.7867958 3 .0453704
4 -.5773503 4 .0453704





TABLE 2-2 (Cunt' d)
'I"
Di rection Cosines (PM-) 	 Sn- Wei 9hts._,W
6 -.3086067 6 0.07 -.2182179 7 .0604938
8 +.2182179 8 .0604938
9 -.6172134 9 0.0
10 -.5773503 10 .0453704
11 -.2182179 11 .0453704
12 +.2182179 12 .0453704
13 +.5773503 13 .0453704
14 -.8164965 14 0.0
15 -.7867958 15 .0453704
16 -.5773503 16 .0462962
17 -.2182179 17 .0453704
18 +.2182179 18 .0453704
19 +.5773503 19 .0462962
20 +.7867958 20 .0453704
21 +.2182179 21 .0604938
22 +.5773503 22 .0453704
23 +.7867958 23 .0453704-
24 +.9511897 24 .0604938
1 -.2364743
	 S12 1 0.02 -.1672126 2 .03538133 +.1672126 3 .0353813
4 -.4890236 4 0.0
5 -.4595476 5 .0279406
6 -.1672126 6 .0279406
7 +.1672126 7 .0279406
8 +.4595476 8 ,0279406
9 -.6498985 9 0.0
10 -.6280191 10 ..018+5688
11 -.4595476 11 .0251410
12 -.1672126 12 .0186688
13 +.1672126 13 .0186688
14 +.4595476 14 .0251410
15 +.6280191 15 .0186688
16 -.7781979 16 00
17 -.7600210 17 .0186688
18 -.6280191 18 .0129257
19 -.4595476 19 .0129257
20 -.1672126 20 .0186688
21 +.1672126 21 .0186688'
22 +,4595476 22 .0129257
1'





23 +.6280191 23 .0129257
24 +.7600210 24 .0186688
25 -.8881531 25 0.0
26 -.8722706 26 .0279406
27 -.7600210 27 .0251410
28 -.6280191 28 .0129257
29 -.4595476 29 .0251410
30 -.1672126 30 .0279406
31 +.1672126 31 .0279406
32 +.4595476 32 .0251410
33 +.6280191 33 .0129257
34 +.7600210 34 .0251410
35 +.8722706 35 .0279406
36 -.9859208 36 0.0
37 -.9716377 37
.0353813







42 -.1672126 42 .0353813
43 +.1672126 43 .0353813
44 +.4595476 44 .0279406
45 +.6280191 45
.0186688
46 +.7600210 46 .0186688






2 -.1389568 2 .0244936
3 +.1389568 3 .0244936
4 -.4161729 4 0.0
5 -.3922893 5 .0206648
6 -.1389568 6 .0206648
7 +.1389568 7 .0206648
8 +.392'2893 8 .0206648
9 -.5547808 9 0.0
10 -.5340966 10 .0106163
11 -.3922893 11 .0180243
12 -.1389568 12 .0106163
13 +.1389568 13 ,0106163
14 +.3922893 14 .0810243
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TABLE 2-2 (font' d)




TABLE 2-2 (Co p t' d)
Direction Cosines (µ) Sn_ Weights ( W
60 +.6504264 60 .0172479
61 +.7467506 61 .0072294
62 +.8319966 62 .0180243
63 +.9092855 63 .0206648
64 -.9902984
 ' 64 0.0
65 -.9805009 65 .0244936
66 -.9092855 66 .0206648
67 -.8319966 67 .0106163
68 -.7467506 68 .0128104
69 -.6504264 69 .0128104
70 -.5370966 70 .0106163
71 -.3922893 71 .0206648
72 -.1389568 72 .0244936
73 +.1389568 73 .0244936
74 +.3922893 74 .0206648
75 +.5370966 75 .0106163
76 +.6504264 76 .0128104
77 +.7467506 77 .0128104
78 +.8319966 78 .0106163
79 +.9092855 79 .0206648




(4)	 wm P2 1/3
m=1
If anisotropic scattering calculations are performed in ANISN, quadrature sets
that correctly integrate Legendre polynomials are required. Otherwise, for example, if
the flux were constant in angle, the evaluation of the P2 moment might give a non-zero
result, and neutron balance would be affected. In addition, the isotropic component of
the flux could include other contributions from higher moments. In general, for aniso-
tropic scattering, the order of quadrature (n) should be, roughly, twice as large as the
order of scattering Q) and at least S4- It is recommended that for typical design and
analysis calculations, the quadrature data sets presented in this report be used.
2.2.5 Mesh Spacing Requirements
The use of an adequate mesh spacing in an ANISN calculation is mandatory to
obtain an accurate solution of the flux and resultant fission distribution while conserving
available core data storage. To eliminate (or reduce) negative angular and/or scalar
fluxes that result from an inadequate mesh spacing, a few simple rules to define the proper
mesh line spacing are presented here. When core data storage limitations prevent the
implementation of these guidelines, the techniques to define the minimum necessary mesh
spacing for ANISN-W are illustrated. Negative angular and/or scalar flux solutions may
still occur even though these guidelines are followed, but the occurrence of the negative
fluxes and their resultant effect on the true solution will be minimized. The empirical
relationships (Criteria 1 and 2) are stringent, and require a considerable amount of intui-
tive judgment in their use.
The radial mesh interval spacing is approximated by the following relationship:
So	 t
1.0+ E
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where:	 Gig is the Largest total or transport corrected group cross section in a region for
any group.
E sog.o.g is the corresponding within group scattering cross section for the above
selected group.
This criteria has been relaxed somewhat from the original equation5Lcause of
the negative flux fixup routine normally used in ANISN calculations.
The axial mesh interval size is approximated by the following relationship:




9 is the largest total or transport corrected group cross section in the region for
any group.
In problems where core memory storage limitations prevent adherence to the above
two guidelines, an intuitive choice of mesh must be made to avoid questionable results. The
following procedure should be followed:
Criteria 3:	 Criteria 1 and 2 should be applied near region boundaries or where
large flux gradients occur.
Criteria 4:
	
Mesh size should not vary more than a factor of two between adjacent
mesh intervals (i. e. , Criteria i and 2 can be relaxed within a region)
Criteria 5:
	
The intervals near the periphery of a reflected core in R -Z and R-8
problems should follow Criteria 1 and 2.
The remainder of the radial mesh in the core, reflector, etc., can be determined
by Criteria 4.
Justification for usage of Criteria 3, 4, and 5 can be based on a beforehand
knowledge that most of the particles at any point in a region are produced by sources or
scattering down from higher groups rather than direct transport from neighboring points.
At the periphery of a reflected reactor, this condition does not exist because of the re-
turning thermal neutrons from, the reflector; hence, Criteria 1 should be applied at the
periphery of the core if negative fluxes are to be avoided.
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Although negat ive fluxes may occur using Criteria 3, 4, and 5, the location of
these negative fluxes and the relative flux level surrounding the negative flux should now
have a negligible effect on the overall problem solution,
An approximation of mesh interval size in large non-central void regions (such
as the void between a reactor and an external shield) may be represented by a method
suggested by Putnam)". . .non-central voids should be handled by choosing mesh intervals
in the void region as if a total cross section of 1: t = 1/r existed in the region (where r
is a mean radius). Where a large expanse of non-central void exists, it saves on mesh
points to define several contiguous void regions with different r mesh interval sizes to
permit fewer mesh intervals in the outer regions where r is larger. "
Many ANISN-W calculations have been performed utilizing the recommendations
outlined in this section, and the creditability of these criteria in determining mesh interval





2.3	 DETAILED INPUT DATA INFORMATION
This section presents a more detailed definition of selected parameters and
arrays defined in Section 2.2.2. Examples are provided to illustrate the various ways
of entering the data or the specific manner in which the data must be input.
2.3.1 Time Limit Forced Convergence Option
It is desirable on eigenvalue calculations that require a considerable amount of
computer time, to achieve a solution before the Central Processing Unit.(CPU) time re-
quested for the calculations has expired. Unfortunately, if the user underpredicts the
amount of time required for an ANISN-W problem, the iteration process is terminated on
the computer with no flux printout or punch, no activity printout, and no balance tables.
In the modified version of the ANISN program described in this report, this situa-
tion has been eliminated. By adding an additional floating point parameter on the title
card (in columns 73 to 80 inclusive) in an (E8.5) FORTRAN format, the user specifies the
maximum CPU time in seconds allowed for this problem. Obviously this number must be
less than or equal to the time on the control card for successful operation of this parameter.
If there is time for only one more outer iteration and the problem has not yet converged, a
convergence trigger internal to the ANISN-W code is set to "converged" and two messages
are printed out on the page containing iteration information: "Time Limit Approached,"
and "Outer Iteration Limit Reached. " This option only worksfor more than two outer
iterations and is based on the assumption that the next iteration will take less time than
the present iteration took. The ANISN-W code then commences the final printout and
punch output as if converged, thus allowing the user the option of restarting the problem
with a flux guess, if desired.
For,stacked ANISN-W cases, the same option is applicable, but two methods of






require a total of 1800 CPU seconds. In the first method, the user desires each of the
three problems to run, but not necessarily to convergence. The user then would enter 600. 0,
1200. 0, and 1800. 0 seconds on the respective title cards and each problem would run with
o complete printout. In the second method, the user desires each of the problems to run
until convergence and, when the time limit is rea ched, the user desires to start the next
day on that some problem and continue the stacked cases where he left off. The user would
then enter 1800. 0, 1800. 0, and 1800.0 seconds on the respective title cords and each
problem would run until converged or until 1800.0 seconds were used.
If the time estimate parameter on the title card is left blank, the ANISN-W code
runs as before with no time check.
2.3.2	 Description of Balance Tables
The ANISN -W program reads as input data or calculates the following quantities:
Name	 Description
(1) FXS9	 , the fixed distributed (or shell) source as a function of e^, rgy
group, g.
(2) Xg	 , the fractional fission spectrum as a function of energy group,
9.
(3) Vi	 , the area or height of mesh interval, i.
(R i+l -R i ), ir(Ri+1 -R i2), or[4,r / 3]R i+1 3 - R i 3), for slab,
cylinder, or sphere, respectively.
(4) PHIi	 , the scalar flux as a function of mesh interval, i.
(5) DB2 	 absorption due to transverse leakage.
(6) a/VEg	 , absorption due to a/V.
-(7) XNDmji	 , angular flux as a function of space angle, m, and mesh line, i.
(8) W m	 angular quadrature weights as a function of space angle, m.




(10)	 AA i , area factor, 1, Ri, 2aRi for slob, cylinder, or sphere,
respectively.
(11)	 FDi the fission density as a function of mesh interval, i.
(12)	 El g , (FXS9 + FIS9 + SNN9) (Defined below)
(13)	 E2 , (OTSg+ APSg + XLKg) (Defined below)
Each column printed in the balance tables can now 'de defined:
Fixed Source
FXS9 EFX59 x. Vi
Fission Source i
Fl 59 ^[X, x FDi x V i 	/	 FRTg
In Scatter





r	 g -- g' x PH I i x V;	 for g_ g'L.
iOut Scatter









RXNg XN Dm x W m for region, r
m
x	 Right Boundary J
RFLg
	= XN Dm x W  x pm for pm > 0, for region, r
m
Right Boundary J
RCTg	 = XN Dm x wm x pm for a  I pm, for region, r
m
Right Leakager
RLKg 	-- RCTgx AAi
Left Leakage
XLLg 	= AAi x E XNDm x w m xpm for all pm, for region, r
Fission Rate
FRTg 	= PHlix vEfxVi
Total Fl ux
TXNg
	= PHii x Vi
Density i
DENg	 -= TXNgNEg
The ANISN -W program prints the above 16 quantities by group and by zone as well as the
sum over all groups by zone, and the sum by group over all zones.
	 In addition, RLKg,
XLLg, and TXNg are punched out, if desired.
2, 3.3	 Space Point Renormalization Scaling (7)
The rate of convergence of the inner iterations of a discrete ordinates transport
`	 code is primarily dependent on two factors:
	 the size of the non-source regions and the
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dr>minance ratio of the respective energy group. A non-source region is one containing
no external sources and no fixed source. It can be showr that the flux converges in a few
iterations in or near source regions but, depending on the dominance ratio, several hundred
inner iterations may be required to converge the flux many mean free paths from the source,
The dominance ratio can be defined as the ratio of the number of particles that collide on
the n'th iteration to the number that collide on the (n-1)'th iteration. Obviously these
two effects are related and indicate the desirability of a space-dependent acceleration
method.
In the conventional discrete ordinates inner iteration calculation, the flux matrix
is scaled by a single factor which effectively removes the within-group scatter error. The
balance equation which is applicable to any group after n iterations can be expressed as:
Lon + ' S 0n = S + E s on-1	 (1)
where Lo is the loss rate, F s 0 is the within-group scatter rate, and S includes all
sources external to the group. A single scale factor f is desired so that the following
equation is satisfied:
f (Lon) = S	 (2)
From Equations (1) and (2):
f = S/ C S + E s (o
n-1 
- on)]	 (3)
A more general approach is to seek a separate scale factor for each space interv,^jl. Re-
stricting Equation (1) to the i'th interval yields the following:
Lon + 1 s 0' = S i + LL i + LR i + Es 0i -1	 (4)
Where LL is, the leakage into interval i across the Left boundary, and LR is leakage into
interval i across the right boundary. Given a scale factor for each interval, the desired
balance equation becomes:
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Combining Equations (4) and (5) yields:
-fi -1 LL i + S i + LL i + LR i + E s I	 -	s ^'	 fC	 i - f i+ j LR i = Si	 (6)
Writing Equation (6) for each interval and applying appropriate boundary conditions leads
to a tri-diagonal matrix* equation which is readily solved for all fi. In the modified ver-
sion of ANISN described in this report, the flux in each interval on every third inner
iteration is scaled by the corresponding space point normalization scale factor, f i , obtained
by the solution of the tri-diagonal matrix defined above.
2.3.4
	 Limitations
In performing ANISN-W calculations, two types of limitations can be encountered;
the first limitation occurs when the application of one-dimensional transport theory to a
calculation is inadequate or inapplicable, and the second limitation occurs due to insuffi-
cient core data storage space.
The first limitation must be realized by the user. F R. Mynatt, in a paper
entitled "The Discrete Ordinates Method Problems Involving Deep Penetrations," outlines
some of the basic assumptions and approximations involved in tie method and portions are
abstracted here:
".	 The linear Boltzmann equation for transport theory is not derived
from first principles of physics. On the contrary, it is stated as a flow
balance for a differential phase space cell, treating in a phenomenological
manner the events causing an increase or decrease in the number of particles
contained in the cell. The discrete ordinates difference equation may be
stated in an equivalent manner for a finite or difference phase space cell,
and this is the manner in which the equation is presented in most references.
In fact, for some time it was questioned as to whether the discrete ordinates
equations would in general approach the analytic form of She Boltzmann
equation as the finite difference phase space cell cpproached differential
size....
".	 . . In order to discuss the application of the discrete ordinates method
to deep penetration problems, the basic_ approximations will be reviewed.
>H-1i. e., a i = 0, I	 I 	 1
The definition of a finite phase space mesh and the subsequent approximations
involved in integrating the differential equation over a mesh cell constitute
the major approximation. The space, angle, and energy mesh should be suffi-
ciently fine to give the desired resolution in the angle dependent spectra and
to provide sufficient accuracy for the mean value approximation as used in the
convection terms of the transport equation. Although it is relatively easy to
choose a mesh for a desired resolution it is not currently possible to determine
the accuracy of the difference equations for a specific mesh for nonanalytic
problems. Since the mesh is adjustable, current practice is to first select a
reasonable mesh based on experience and then make a few adjustments to de-
termine the effect of a finer mesh on the desired answer. For deep penetra-
tion problems, it is particularly true that one cannot use a crude mesh in energy,
space, or angle. For example, extreme penetrations in one-dimensional geometry
have occasionally required 400 space intervals, 100 energy groups, and 32 angle
intervals. The typical one-dimensional shielding problem uses 100 - 200 space
points, 30 to 100 energy groups, and 16 to 64 angles.
". . . . The accuracy of the multigroup constants is, of course, closely related
to the energy mesh. In the derivation presented, the multigroup procedure is
exact and would, in fact, be so if the weighting functions were exactly known.
In practice, the best that is done is to assume weighting functions to get fine
group cross sections and then perform a transport calculation with fine groups to
compute the weighting functions to reduce to perhaps 20 or 30 broader groups.
". . . . The remaining major approximation in the method is the truncated poly-
nomial expansion of the differential scattering cross sections. There are really 	 ;. .
two types of anisotropic scattering, first the heavy nuclide elastic scattering
of neutrons which at high energies is extremely anisotropic, but the angle energy
correlation is unimportant; second is the elastic scattering of neutrons by hydro- I
gen or the Compton scattering of gammas which has an important angle energy
correlation which becomes an angle group correlation. The method used for
anisotropic scattering in the discrete ordinates equations as developed in
Equations (27) through (32) appears to work very well for both types of scattering.
Experience to date has shown that low order approximations such as P2 and P3
are adequate for most practical problems, and rather severe problems have been
adequately resolved with P5 or P6.
". . . , There is an important difference bF;tween the anisotropic scattering
technique used in the discrete ordinates method and the techniques based on
Legendre polynomials which are frequently used with Monte Carlo or moments
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scattering are described independently. That is to say that the scattering low
is not included in the discrete ordinates method but is implied in the cross
section matrices. As a result of this, the energy transfer cross sections may be
conveniently based on much more accurate information than the angular infor-
mation. For example, the multigroup transfer coefficients (Equation 31) may
be derived from data including a P15 expansion of the differential scattering
cross section in the center of mass system, while the final results will be used
for a P3 expansion in the laboratory system. Thus, a P3 ANISN calculation
may be superior to a Monte Carlo calculation, using a P3 representation of the
same basic data. The evidence to date indicates that a good description of the
energy transfer effect requires a higher order approximation than is necessary
to adequately describe the angle effect. . . .
". . . . In summary, the discrete ordinates method appears very attractive for
use in shielding problems. The development of a general technique for aniso
tropic scattering, the use of step function di fferenaing as an alternative to
diamond difference in the event of a negative flux, new convergence criteria
have, when applied in codes developed for the large new computers, given good
solutions to difficult problems. Current work in convergence acceleration and
other techniques such as analytic first collision sources in two-dimensional
geometry has shown promise of further improving the technique. "
The second limitation of insufficient core data storage space results from attempt-
ing to run too large a problem for the amount of data storage specified on the LIM1 card.
On the MSFC UNIVAC-1108 Computer with the EXEC-8 Monitor System, the maximum value
of LIM1, or the amount of available problem data storage, is approximately 49, 000 10when
used with 65Ki0 core locations. Because the ANISN-W program is written in variable
dimension, on any given data array no size restriction is imposed; a size restriction is only
imposed on the length of the sum of all data arrays. For this reason changing the code to
use more core storage for data should it become available at MSFC, can be easily accom-
plished by changing only one FORTRAN card in the main program of the ANISN',• -W code.
When reading in a large number of cross sections (> 45000 numbers) insufficient
space is available for a complete balance table calculation. If balance tables are desired,
cross sections may be stored on tape by setting I DAT1 = 1 or 2.
i
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YIf on unusually large number of cross sections are required in a calculation, and
the calculation does not fit on the computer, then the SATURN program must be used to
prepare a group independent cross section tape. This program prepares the cross sections
in the form that ANISN-W internally prepares normally input cross sections so that, at
execution, no cross section preparation is required with this special tape. The user can
then successfully perform the calculation by setting IDAT1 = 1 or 2
2. 31 . 5 Boundary Conditions
The ANISN-W code has provisions for specifying the boundary conditions at
each of the two external surfaces of a problem. These boundaries are labeled "left" and
"right" where the "'right" boundary has the greater coordinate dimension. The user has
a choice of the following five boundary conditions:
1) Vacuum - the angular flux, 0 (r,E n ), leaving the specified boundary
is not returned. The code allows the particles to escape from the
system.
2) Reflective - the angular flux, 0 (r, E, Q ), leaving the specified
boundary is returned at the same boundary with perfect mirror reflection
as a function of energy and angle, i. e. , the exiting flux is returned in
the exact opposite direction in which it left the system.
3) Periodic - the angular flux, O(r, E, Q ), leaving the specified boundary
is returned at the ofher l owndary as a function of energy and angle,
i. e., the exiting fk,zw ol, t{="e right boundary is returned at the left
boundary in the exact direction in which it left the system at the right
boundary.
4) White - the angular flux, 0(r,E, 0 ), leaving the specified boundary is









isotropically at the some boundary as a function of energy and angle.
The white boundary condition is recommended for the outer boundary of
spherical and cylindrical cells.
5) Albedo - the angular flux, 0(r, E, Q ), leaving the specified boundary
is integrated over the angular variable, Q . 	 The flux is then returned
isotropically at the same boundary as a functions of energy and angle,
proportioned by the energy-dependent input albedo (25* or 26*). 	 If
the albedo (or fraction of returning particles) is not specified, an
albedo of 1.0 is assumed.
By careful forethought, the use of symmetry conditions (if they exist) in setting
up the problem geometry may reduce the problem complexity by a factor of two or more.
It is also evident that:
1) A vacuum boundary condition at the left boundary is impossible for
cylindrical or spherical geometries.
2) A periodic boundary condition for one boundary is an impossible specifi-
cation.	 Both boundaries must be specified as periodic.
3) A periodic boundary condition is impossible for cyl indrical and spherical
geometries.
4) A reflective right boundary condition is impossible for cylindrical and
spherical geometries.
5) An input albedo boundary specification greater than 1.0 generates
particles.
2.3.6 Cross Section Mixing Table
The cross section mixing table is us--d to combine elements into macroscopic
mixtures and to specify the method of the concentration search. Experience will reveal
that only the imagination limits its flexibility. The user must be careful to follow the
i,
mixture corresponding to the PI cross section data for ,e= 0 by the data for 2= 1, 1 = 2, etc.,
in the 10$ array for a given calculation. The following table illustrates the three types of
operations performed by the mixing table:
10$	 11$	 12*
1. M	 0	 X
2. M	 N	 X
3. M	 M	 0.0
1	 Multiply all cross sections in material M by X,
2. Multiply all cross sections in material N by X and add to corresponding
cross sections in material M, and





ANISN-W expects a table of cross sections for each group, g, of each material
in the following format;







IHT-1 `' Or fission
1HT atotal (or	 or transport)
HT+1 a9 + NUS""
,1
(^) AstronuclearLaboratory





Thus the parameters IHT, IHS, and IHM completely describe the format of the cross sections.
If no activity cross sections appear, IHT=3. If no upscatter is present, IHS=IHT+1, If no
downscatter is present, IHM=IHS (i. e. , a one-group problem). If upscatter exists, ANISN-W
will compute a total upscatter cross section for each group of each material and place that
cross section in position IHM+1. This upscatter cross section is printed output. The activity
cross sections are used only for activities (22$, 23$) and need not appear in the region
specification (9$). Cross sections may be input from cards and/or from tape.
The P^ cross section tables must correspond in format to the Pp tables even though
the transfer coefficients including the within-group scatter are the only non-zero numbers.
Note: The P.e cross sections must contain a (V + 1) term. Previous S n codes supply this
term internally, (e.g., DTF—II and DTK multiplied the P 1 cross sections by 3.0). This
factor may be included externally or internally via the mixing table. The Master Library
Tapes supplied MSFC contain the (22 +- 1) term required by AN1SN-W.
The SATURN, APPROPOS, and GAMLEG-W codes are used to generate a group
dependent, binary cross section tape for input to ANISN-W. The logical record structure
on the tape is as follows:
Logical record 1 - Total number of sets of data on the tape and a six character
tape identification word.
NUS is the number of upscatter positrons in the cross section table, and NDS
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Logical record 2 - 4 integer data words and an 8 word alphanumeric title (number
of groups (IGM), cross section table length (IHM), position of sigma total (IHT), cross
section set identification number, and the title).
Logical record 3 - Cross section data OHM x IGM values)
Logica l record 4, 6, - Same as 2.
Logical record 5, 7: - Same as 3.
A special purpose program is avaailable, called SATURN, which will prepare a
group independent cross section tape for input to ANISN-W. This tape is required if the
complete input cross section matrix((MCR + MTP) x iGM x IHM) is larger than the number




All cross section sets, whether elements or mixtures, are referred to by a continu-
ous set of material numbers and span the range from 1 to MT. in particular, the materials
supplied in card form (14*, 14U, or 14V) become materials 1 through MCR, the materials
read from the I ibrary tape become MCR + 1 through MCR + MTP, and any number greater
than MCR + MTP, but less than or equal to MT refers to a mixture or a void. A void may
also be input from cards or tape, as well. An error will result if a material is referred to that
is greater than MT.
When the order of scatter for any zone (19$) is greater than zero, ANISN expects
the P1 cross sections to be material M + 1, the P2 cross sections to be M + 2, etc. , where
M is the PO material number specified in the 9$ array. The order of scatter by zone is then
specified by a positive integer in the 19$ array. If a 9$ entry is negative, no transverse
leakage correction is made for that zone.
	
2.3.9	 Activities
Activities may be computed by zone and interval as specified in ID3 and ID4.
This option provides a rapid and economical way to obtain data such as reaction .rates,
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dose rates, capture or other desired response rates. The zone activity is a total reaction







1,	 Compute activity for material 1, cross section position 3 in the intervals and/or
zones in which material 1 appears.
2. Compute activity for material 5, cross section position 1 in all intervals and/or
zones, because of the negative entry in the 22$ array.
3. Compute activity for material 7, position 1 in appropriate intervals and/or
zones and multiply interval activities by 1. 0, 2Trr, or 4Trr 2
 for slab, cylinder, or sphere,
respectively, because of the negative entry in the 23$ array.
4. Compute activity for material 3, position 1 in all intervals and/or zones and
multiply interval activities by geometry factor.
If the position of IHT is zero, the code will sum across the diagonal of the
scattering matrix and place a number in the position IHT-2. This calculation is necessary
to compute the correct transverse leakage for P, calculations. If an activity appears in
position IHT--2 and is to be computed, the user must insure that the position of IHT is non-
zero for all groups for that material.
If the activity cross sections are to be group collapsed properly, they roust appear
in table positions :5 IHT. If group collapsing of the cross sections is not anticipated,
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2. 3. 10 Cross Section Weighting
When microscopic weighted cross sections are requested (ICON = 1 or 3), a set
of cross sections is produced for each component of eo,h material in each zone. When
macroscopic cross sections are requested (ICON 2 or 3), a set of cross sections is pro-
duced for each material irl each zone. The Gros 	 -tions are weighted by the flux o r
current in the zone in which the material appears. Since the mixing table is used to
determine the components of a material, MS should not be zero when ICON = 1 or 3.
The weighted cross sections are placed on tape 4 For use in subsequent ANISN -W or
DOT - IIW calculations. These weighted cross sections may also be punched on cards, if
desired.
If the cross section structure specified for the weighted cross sections will not
accommodate the complete multigroup scattering matrix, the "extra" transfer coefficients
are placed such that they transfer as far down (or up) as possible.
If complete removal of the upscatter is desired, IHSF should be minus. (iHSF)
should be the position of the self-scatter cross section before the upscatter is removed.
IMH F should be the final table Length. After the upscatter is removed, IHS F well be
IHTF+ 1. The upscatter is removed by subtracting the reaction rate due to a i—> i from
the reaction rate due to
	 where i > i. Thus, the net transfer rate betwewl groups j
and i is preserved.
The parameter 1GBF in the 27$ array defines the number of neutron and photon
groups in a simultaneous calculation. For other calculations, IGBF is simply the number of
energy groups in the problem.
2. 3.11 Searches
When the absolute value of the difference between two successive lambdas (X1)
is less than EQL, the eigenvalue, EV, is changed. The first FV change is the result of
4












adding or subtracting the eigenvalue modifier, EVM. The second EV change is the result
of a linear extrapolation. To prevent large changes early in the calculation, the absolute
value of the difference between 1.0 and X1 is not al lowed to exceed XLAH. To prevent
oscillations when using the l inear search, the extrapolation is Limited by XNPM. The
third EV change is the result of the quadratic search. The quadratic, search is used until
the absolute value of 1.0 - X 1 is less than EQL. At this point, the linear search is used
to complete the problem. XLAH is normally 0.05 and XNPM is normally 0.75. EQL
should be the larger of 0.001 and three times EPS. In cases where EPS is quite small; EQL
may be I ess.
If IPVT = 1, ANISN -W will search for the parameter which, results in an eigen-
value of PV. if IPVT 2, ANISN -W will search for a parameter which results in an
eigenvalue of 1.0 when a	 PV. If IPVT = 0, ANISN -W will search for an eigenvalue of
1. 0 with cL = 0. 0.
The following table indicates suggested initial values of EV and EVM;












When IEVT = 0, there is no eigenvalue (EV).
When IEVT = 1, the multiplication factor (k) is the eigenvalue.





When IEVT 3, the eigenvalue is definers by its use in the mixing table.
When IEVT -= 4, the eigenvalue is used as follows;
AR i = ARj (1.0 + EV x RMZ)
Where ARI is the initial AR
RMZ is the radius modifier (20*)
When IEVT = 5, the outer radius is the eigenvalue.
When I EVT 6 1 EV = DY/DYo = DZ/DZo
Where DYo anri DZ o are input.
2.3.12 Multiple Cases
The ANISN -W data arrays are stored in core in the order in which they are
numbered. For example, the fission density (2*) follows the fission spectrum (1*). No data
is destroyed between cases. If problem dimensions change, the repositioned arrays are
simply read into core over the previous data. The result is that all arrays following and
	
including the first array to be
	 resrep
	 p r ositioned must be 	 ecified. The 15$ and 16* parameter
arrays are exceptions to the above discussion and are never destroyed. Multiple cases in
which IDAT1 changes will not retain data properly. If 1DAT1 = 1, multiple cases will
retain data properly only if ID2 = 2 in all cases following case 1. If IDAT1 = 2, multiple
cases will retain data properly only if ID2 = 2 and IFN = 2 in all cases following case 1.
If there is upscatter, multiple cases will retain data properly only if ID2 = 2 or if the
complete cross section matrix is read in all cases.
In cases where the data in a particular section remains the same in multiple cases,
one may enter a card containing only a T in any of the six appropriate columns for that
section of data (e. g., the 15$, 16* section).
If any case is preceded by an adjoint solution, the following arrays must be
respecified if they are required for the next case; 14*, 17*, 18*, 3*, 1*, 5*, 24$, 25*, 26*.
















If multiple cases are completely independent of each other (i. e., all data are
specified in each case) the data of each independent case may be terminated with a T in
the third column of two successive fields on the same card. This "double T" can be used
instead of the normal single T, if desired. If ANISN-W terminates a case abnormally, the .
code will search through the dependent cases for the "double T" and attempt to execute
the independent problem following.
2.3. 13 Other Input Data Information
Starting Guess - I FN, 2k , 3*, 3U
If IFN is specified as zero, ANISN-W will execute a diffusion solution for the
first outer iteration. Since this is undesirable for fixed source calculations where one
normally desires a zero flux guess, one may set I FN = 1 nrnd enter no guess. Simply enter a
card with a T in column three for that section of data. !f fissile material is present in the
calculation, the flux guess in the intervals spanning that material must be non-zero. The
best flux guess is the punched converged flux solution from a similar problem, with the same
number of groups and mesh intervals. It helps to enter a zero flux guess in non-fissile materials
if no "good" flux guess is available, but an entry of F1.0 wi ll work also, although longer
time will be required to achieve convergence.
Convergence - EPS, XLAL, RYF
The inner or flux iterations are considered converged when both the integral
self-scatter error and the integral removal error are less than EPG or when the maximum
flux deviation is less than EPS. EPG is related to EPS by a normalization factor, the
total source divided by IGMi. Since the integral tests are sometimes easily satisfied, a
point flux convergence should be specified. A point flux convergence criteria of XLAL
2*EPS is recommended for typical design calculations. If XLAL is greater than zero, the
inner iterations are not considered converged until the maximum pointwise flux deviation




tThe outer or power iteration is considered converged when the total source ratio
between successive iterations differs from 1. 0 by less than EPS, the total scatter ratio
differ, from 1. 0 by less than EPS/RYF and the upscatter ratio differs from 1.0 by less than
EPS/RY F.
Transverse Leakage Correction - BF, DY, DZ
ANISN-W computes a correction factor of the DB2 form for finite transverse
dimensions. The correction is added to E and 
egg
 and is applicable for all orders of Ple
scattering in the WANT. version of the code.
Distributed Source - IOM, 17*
The distributed source is entered by group and interval as follows:
Group 1, interval 1 through IM; group 2, etc.
If IQM = 2, the distributed source is entered from tape 9. This tape must have
IGM records containing IM pieces of data. Entered in the 17$ array is the range, kth
through m th interval, containing the desired distributed source; where k < m _< IM.
Shell Source - IPM, IPP, 18*
If IPM = 1, the shell source is entered by group, and angle for interval IPP as
follows: group 1, angle 1 through angle MM; group 2, etc.
if IPM = IM, the shell source is entered by group, interval and angle as follows:
croup 1; interval 1, angle 1 through angle MM interval 2, etc.
If IPM= -1, the shell source from tape 9 is entered by group, and angle at the right
boundary of mesh interval IPP.
Void Streaming Correction
Since the DB2 term is not applicable to a void region, ANISN-W computes a
sirnple correction which effectively removes the transverse component of each angular flux
in the void region. Note that BF must be non-zero when DY and DZ are input as zero in
problems containing void regions.. The method was taken from Nuclear Science and









calculation of the absorption reaction rate as are the DB2
 losses. This omission causes the
neutron balance to differ from 1.0. The, quantity DFM1 is the height or extent of the
void region in centimeters. If DrRM1 is zero, or if the total cross section is non-zero for
the void regions, no correction is computed for the void regions. This correction does not
properly take into account the leakage of neutrons near the ends of a void and does not
properly treat voids with a low L/D ratio.
Normal ization
When IEVT is greater than zero, the total fission source is normalized to XN F.
When IEVT is equal to zero, the total fixed source is normalized to XNF and the fission
source, if any, is unnormalized. If XNF= 0. 0, no normalization is done.
Auxiliary Tape Storage - I DAT1
If IDAT1 is specified as zero, ANISN W will use the most efficient data storage
possible and consume the least amount of PP (peripheral processor) time. IDAT1 must be
specified as 1 or 2 if ID2 = 1. The most efficient way to run ANISN on the UNIVAC -1108
is to specify IDAT1 = 0, if possible.
If core storage of data is not possible with IDAT1 = 0, the ANISN-W code will
internally set IDAT1 = 1, and place cross sections and/or source data on tape. If core
storage of remaining data is still not possible, with IDATl-= 1, the ANISN-W code will
internally set IDAT1 2, and place flux and current data on tape. If the calculation
cannot be run after setting IDAT1 = 2, execution is terminated. The problem must then be
reduced in complexity for the calculation to be run.
Density Factors - IDFM, 21*
All cross sections appropriate to an interval are multiplied by the density factor
for that interval. Thus one may easily and efficiently describe a void or a density varia-
tion by interval.
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Diffusion Theory Solution IDAT2, 24$
If IDAT2 >0, the 24$ array must be entered. A ;zero ir, the 24$ array implies a
transport solution, a 1 indicates a diffusion theory solution, ood a 2 indicates an infinite
homogeneous medium calculation. If convergence is not obtained after IDAT2 iterations,
the problem continues using the transport solution for all groups until convergence is
obtained or ICM is reached. If IFN 0, a diffusion theory solution is used on the first
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2.4	 PROBLEM SETUP INFORMATION
This section describes the data deck setup for the ANISN -W code. Information
on tape assignments, running time, recommended debug procedure, and error messages is
provided.
2.4.1	 Tape Assignments
The ANISN-W code has ibeen placed on the MSr-C, UNIVAC-1108 computer
under the EXEC8 Monitor System. Trader this System, the ANISN-W code may require a
maximum of seven tapes or disks. In some instances, disk devices (FASTRAND) can be
substituted for scratch tapes with a corresponding increase in PPU (Peripheral Processor
Unit) and elapsed time. For many problems, however, only two tapes may be required.
The tape assignments are as follows:
Tape 3, Scratch, Cross Section and Source Data 	 Required if
Tape 4*, Scratch, Cross Section and Source Data
	 lDAT1 1 or 2
Tape 5, Input Disk
Tape 6, Output Disk
Tape 7, Punch Disk
Tape 9, Distributed or Shell Source Input Tape, Required if IQM = 2 or IPM = -1
Tape 8, Scratch, Flux and Current Data Required if
Tape 10, Scratch, Flux and Current Data
	
IDAT1 = 2
Tape 14, Cross Section Library of Group Independent Cross Section Input Tape,
Required i f MTP> 0
Tape 17, Output Flux and Selected Data Tape
To minimize the amount of PPU (Peripheral Processor Unit) and elapsed time
required for AN ISN -W calculations, request scratch tapes as indicated above for those
* Tape 4 also contains the group-collapsed, upscatter-removed, cross sections at




problems where iDATI is greater ths pn zero. If scratch tapes are not specifically requested,
disk devices (FASTRAND) are automatically used,
2.4.2 Running Time
The required running time for a given ANISN- W
 calculation on the UNIVAC-1108
computer is fairly easy to calculate if the total number of inner iterations required for the
calculation can be determined. The following equation is evaluated
CPU time (seconds) = IM*MM*TI
S
where:
IM is the number of mesh intervals in the calculation
MM is the number of space angles in the calculation
MM = ISN+1 for plane or spherical geometry
MM = (ISN *(ISN+4))/4 for cylindrical geometry
TI is the total number of inner iterations required for the entire calculation
S is the number of angular flux calculations per second as a function of P
Scattering as follows:
SPO = 2930 calculations/second
$ P1 = 2100 calculations/second
Spa = 1720 calculations/second
Although a finite setup time is required, (approximately 5 to 20 CPU seconds)










2.4.3	 Recommended Problem Debug Procedure
By setting the maximum inner and outer iteration limit, IIM and ICM to 1, a
complete printout can be obtained in Less than 60 CPU seconds in almost all types of
calculations.
	
This procedure is highly recommended where a complete set of input data
has been assembled from scratch.	 If only minor changes are made to an existing working
ANISN -W deck, then the above procedure is optional. 	 All input data will be printed
out and the code will perform the standard input data error checks.
2.4.4	 Error Messages
The following ANISN -W code generated error messages may be encountered:
Message Code Description or Explanation
CORE	 N insufficient storage, N = required storage
DATA	 N there are N data errors
SNCORE	 N insufficient storage to compute P, (Legendre) coefficients.
N = required storage; highly unlikely
S804- 1	 N p(N) = 0.0
S804-2	 0 Sn weights do not sum to 1.0 or Sn constants are not
symmetric about N = 0.
VELOC	 N velocity in group N is zero and IEVT = 2
SOURCE	 0 IEVT = 0 and total fixed source is <_	 0
S810-1	 N radius (N):5 0
S810-2	 N r (N-1) > r (N
S810-3 	 N zone N dimensions, have become negative in zone width search
S822 -2 	 0 IEVT> 0 and total fission source isS 0
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2. 4.5 Sample Problem Input
A sample problem input data listing has been included in this section to
illustrate the following:
1) The flexibility of the input data formats, and
2) The structure of o complete problem.
The problem is a cylindrical geometry, SOO, k-calculation containilg 48 mesh
intervals. The printout for this sample problem is included in Section 2.5.
1
k^	 M.









SAMPLE PROBLEM CARD INPUT LISTING
E1M1 a 3CO%0
SA'MPLF )006LEM AN1SN USERS MANUAL	 20C'.J
15$
	
1	 0	 0	 4	 2	 1
	
0	 6	 48	 1	 16	 3
	
6	 17	 ?	 0	 2
	
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 35
	
n	 0	 0	 ?	 50	 0
	
0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0
16*
	









9.21861E-C4 2..28153E- C3 1.19407E-01 On	 co	 C	 TRANS 1
^.	 7.14606L-C2 0.
	 0.	 f'.	 0.	 TRANS 2
^.	 00	 00	 00	 on	 7.93574E-0411tANS 3
2.(R 1118E-93 1.32799E-C'1 0.	 00	 0.	 G.	 MANS 4
9.66204E-l'? 4.3404OF-C2 On	 00	 00	 (:.	 TRANS 5
0.	 00	 00	 4.	 7.66990E-04 1.80456E-03TRANS 6
1.73834E-C1 0.	 00	 00	 0.	 l.11b64E-UITRANS 7
3.42639E-r,2 1.66969E-C3 0.	 0.	 00	 O.	 TRANS 8
0.	 0.	 7.79379E-G4 1.70370E-03 2•.23204E-01TRANS 9
0.00n
	
00	 1.71309E-01 6.053805-02TRANS 10
7.617a7E-14 1.3796IF-03 On 	 00	 0.	 ko.	 TRANS 11
?.	 9.93020E-04 1.97451E -03 2.87069E-01 C.	 TRANS 12
.	 0.	 0.	 2.50442E-01 5.10(' , 71F-02 5.96C55E-04TRANS 13
3.21474E-04 5.27629E-04 0. 	 0.	 on	 06	 TRANS 14
'y.	 1.76230E-C3 3.15251E-03 3.33725E-01 On	 00	 TRANS 15
0.	 3.07826E-01 3.56273E-02 9.94575E-05 6.51342E-05fRANS 16
3.73543E-G5 4.27837E-05 On 	 00	 no	 0.	 TRANS 17




:.	 2.74740E-01 2.41365E-02 4.97519E-06 6.62311E-06 2.45863F- 06TRANS 19




	 r:.	 TRANS 21
3.08272.E-C'1 5.10077E-02 2.68257E-C7 1.42733E-06 3.41873E-Oh 1.20652E-OdTRANS 22
1.16894E-f1 7 3.49314E-C7 On	 00	 1.48539E-02 2,35 5 81E-02TRANS 2a
3.43333E-C1 0	 00	 0.	 0.	 3.U8253E-C1TRANS 24
1.98594E-02 C.	 4.18913E-09 3.77851E-08 8,76636E-08 3.2C877E-08TRANS 25
1.32905E-C9 1.13299E-A9 , 09	 3,,41378E-02 5.02830E-02 3.63939E-O1TRANS 26
00	 0. t).	 3.15758E-01 2.02265E-02TRANS 27
C.	 00	 2.41694E-10 1.97463E-C9 0.	 C.	 TkANS 28
0	 00	 2.89926E-02 3.84390E-02 3.58129E-01 U. 	 TRANS 29
".	 0.	 0.	 3.03072E-01 1.40437E-02 v.	 TRANS 3C
0.	 5.84494E-LO 0.	 00	 C.	 TRANS 31
3.97494E-02 8.16961E-02 3.62939E-01 4.82150E-08 to 569C1E-07TRANS 32
2.91741E-06 5.61373E-03 3.11950E-01 2.6639E-02 09 	 C.	 TRl:NS 33
C.	 0.	 00	 0.	 00	 C.	 TRANS 34
1.2_9442.F-Cl 2.57440E-01 4.59819E-01 0. 	 2.73596E-04 8.03891E-04TRANS 35
1.22411E-C2 3.02236E-01 1.08365E-C2 On	 00	 G.	 TRANS 36
 0.	 0.	 00	 00	 1.78342E:-01TRANS 37
3 : 68131E-Cl  5.21368E-CL 0. 	 G.	 2.35507E-03 1.24798E-02TR4NS 38




0.	 00	 2.84565E-01 5.E7633E-UITRANS 40
6 43805E-G1 00
	
as	 0.	 9.78506E-03 3.43168E-0ITRANS 41
1.26943E-C2 3.64179E-03 5.6.3519E-05 G.	 00	 co
	 TRANS 42
0• on	 5.81692E-C1 1920147E600 9.54332E-AITRANS 43
TABLE 2-3 (CONTINUED)
3.6(1 22FE-01 2. 7M78 RR - 4 3TRANS 44
1.369530- %C3 5.15784E-C4 7.87''81 r-" 6 6.
	 0.	 f..	 TRANS 45
"•	 C'•	 TRANS 46
	
-4.474730-02 0.	 1.676r5E-'1 C.
	
00	 'Do	 TRANS 1
y .	 6.54278E-=02 0.	 00	 no	 TRANS 2
"	
'.	 p.
	 8.24 4 69E-r3T RA NS 3
:.	 1.89592E-01 0.	 G.	 0.	 0.	 TRANS 4
1.1:744E-41 7.63109F-r2 0.	 00	 0.	 co	 TPANS 5
^.	 00	 0.	 C.	 4.76204E-04 0,	 TRANS 6
2. 133665E-' 1 0. 	 00	 no	 no	 1.48997E-C 1 TRANS 7
6o 47327E-C2 1.79219E-02 C.	 00	 C.	 0,	 TRANS 8
".	 0.	 00	 1.76776k-G6 0.	 4.03483F-CITRANS 9





^.	 7.r9406E-vr6 0.	 4.72689E-01 0.	 TPANS 11
n	 00	 0.	 3.84532E -01 1.09552E-01 3.44187E-04TKANS 13
1.90702E-03 8.56074E-03 0.
	 no	 0 0 	 TRANS 14
1.64926E- 05 0.	 5.96114E-01 0,	 01	 TRANS 15
".	 0.	 5.29506E-C1 8.81501E-02 0.
	
0.	 TRANS 14
1.C3184E-03 2.14060E-03 0. 	 0.	 00	 0.	 TRANS 17
1.Q8068F-05 0.	 6.0167nE-r1 0.
	 00	 01	 TRANS 18
4.	 4.68479E-01 6.65917E-C,2 0.	 0.	 01	 TRANS 19
4.92201E-05 2.11'786E-Q4 0.	 .,.	 co	 7.31374E-06TRANS 2C
n o
	6.01649E-01 0
	 0.	 00	 00 	 TRANS 21
5.44204E-01 1.33172E-01 0.	 co	 0.	 00	 TRANS 22
.^.	 00.	 01	 0 0 	2.13833E-05 0.	 TRANS 23
6.Cl1652E-01 0.
	
0,	 0.	 00	 5.39255E-01TRANS 24
5.74378E-02 0,	 0.	 00	 00	 00	 TRANS 25
C.	 0.	 0.	 5.91814E-05 0.	 6.01689E-O1TRANS 26
:.	 0.	 09	 00	 5.41765E-01 6.23759E-02TRANS 27
0.	 00	 0.	 0.	 0.	 C.	 TRANS 28
G.	 0.	 1.49533E-r4 0.
	
6.01781E-01 00	 TRANS 29
n.	 00	 00	 5.32967E-01 5.98651E-02 G. 	 TRANS 30
n.	 0.	 00	 0.	 C.	 0.	 TRANS 31
n.	 3.59328E-04 0.	 6034386E-01 8.78997E-10 8.88409E-08TRANS 32
3.25805E-06 7.51093E-03 5.67537E-01 6.86639E-02 0. 	 0.	 TRANS 33
I"i.
	 0 6 	 00	 00	 0.	 0„	 TRANS 34
7. 11 8970E-04 0.	 6.37492E-01 0.	 5.30749E-04 2.55719E-63TRANS 35
3.22208E-02 5.09614E-01 6.54832E-02 0.
	
00	 00	 TRANS 36
n.	 0.	 0,	 0.	 0.	 1.04093E-03TRANS 37
^,.	 6.42.834E-01 0.	 00	 .2.08712E-02 3.71785E-0.2TRANS 38
5.26335E--01 1.04666E-C1 9.60062E-04 0,
	
0.	 0.	 TRANS 39
0.	 09	 0.	 00	 1.54778E-03 0.	 TRANS 40
7.06538E -010.	
00
	 0.	 2.31362E -02 6.5579AE -OITRANS 41
7.03887E-02 1.39368E-02 4.61605E-05 0. 	 0.	 0.	 TRANS 42
0.	 00	 0.	 2.9008OF-03 0.	 7.15259E-01TRANS 43
0,	 00	 as	 00
	
6.67820E-01 9,456338-03TRANS 44
























18.0 2G.0 21.5 22.5 23.5 24.25
25.0 2505 26.0 26.5 27.0 27.5
2860 2895 29.0 29eS 30.0 30.4
'r.7 31.0 31.3 31.6 3109 32.2
32.6 330 33.5 34.0 3495 35.0
35.5 36.0 36.5 37.0 37975 3895





0.0 01666667 .1666667 .1666667 .1666667 0.0
.1666666 .1666666
7*
-.9367418 -c,8688903 -.3500212 .3500212 .8688903 -.4950046
-.3500212 93500212
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	 DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT
2.5.1
	 Printed Output
The printout from the sample problem input data presented in Section 2.4,5 is shown
in Table 2-4. The first output section printed by the ANISN-W code is a brief edit of the input
data consisting of the array identification and the number of entries found in that array.
If the number of entries is incorrect, the entire array is printed. T's are printed when
encountered. Several self-explanatory error messages may be printed in this section. If
any data errors are found, the problem is terminated after this section is printed.
The next section is a list of the 15$ and 16* array with a brief description. The
following page lists the zone numbers by interval (8$), the radii (4*), the areas and volumes
(computed), the fission density guess (2*) and the density factors (21*), if any. The next
page contains the fission spectrum (1*), velocities (5*), right boundary albedo (25*), left
boundary albedo (26*), diffusion calculation markers (24$), material numbers by zone (9$),
order of scattering by zone (19$), and the radius modifiers (20*) used in zone width
searches. Note that the right albedo, left albedo and diffusion markers are printed only
when they are used.
The following section contains the cross section mixing table (10$, 11$, 12 *) and
the quadrature coefficients including the direction cosines (7*), the weights (6*), the
reflected direction indices (computed) and the product of the cosines and weights. If
ISCT is greater than one, the Legendre coefficients used in the anisotropic scattering source
are printed.
Next, the cross sections for MT materials, as read in and computed or modified
via the mixing table, are printed. This section of printing may be omitted by specifying
PRT = 1.
The iteration monitor follows and includes the outer iteration counter, the inner
iteration counter, balance (gains/losses), upscatter ratio, eigenvalue, lambdal (source
ratio), and lambda2 (scatter ratio). Immediately preceding the final iteration monitor, the




number of inner iterations the maximum flux deviation and its location for each
group are printed.
Following the iteration monitor, the zone numbers, radii, interval midpoints, areas,
volumes, and computed fision density are printed. The fission density units are source
particles -cm- 3 - sec-1.
If IN is greater than zero, activities comprise the next section of output. The
activity number, material number (22$) and position (23$) are printed. The activities by
zone are printed in units of reactions per second. If IN is not zero, the interval activities
(reactions -cm-3 - sec -1) are printed.
-
The total flux (neutrons - (or gamma cm-2 -sec 1 ) iy group and interval
midpoint follows. If IEVT is zero, the normalized fixed source is printed next. The dis-
tributed source, specified by group and interval midpoint,has units of particles -cm -3 -sec-1.
The shell source units are particles -cm -2 -sec-1 -unit weight-l.
If IDI is 1 or 3, the angular flux (particles -cm -2 -sec"' i unit weight - ') is
printed for each group, angle, and interval boundary. Note that the shell source, if any,
is not included in the angular flux. To convert to flux per steradian, one must divide by
4Tr.
Summary tables are printed for each zone and the entire system. All reaction
rates have units of reactions per second. Balance is computed as the ratio of sources to
losses. The right boundary flux is the scalar flux (particles -cm 2 -sec -1 ) at the right
boundary of the zone or system. The total flux is the sum over the appropriate intervals of
the product of the scalar flux and the interval volume. Density is the total flux divided
by the group velocity. The material buckling is then printed„
If I FG is not zero, cross section weighting data follow. The parameters (27$)
are printed with a brief explanation. An interpretation of the 2$$ array which indicates
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that effect is printed. Next, a table of materials to be weighted is printed. The weighted
cross sections follow. If cell weighting is specified, a message is printed indicating that
the cell weighting has been accomplished. Note that the cell weighted cross sections
have been multiplied by a volume integrated flux ratio. To produce a set of homogenized
cell cross sections, one should add all P(0) materials together, all P(1) materials, etc. The
final table consists of the few group integrated flux, average flux, the zone to cell ratio
of the two, and the volume fraction of each zone. All values listed for zone IZM + 1
refer to the complete cell or system.
2.5.2 Tape Output
The ANISN-W code places on tape 17 specific parameters and arrays useful in
the automated linkage of ANISN-W with, other computer codes. For example, the scalar
fluxes are used by the NAGS code to compute fixed source distributions or energy deposition.
The some tape is also used in the APPROPOS code as spectral weighting data. Table 2-5
presents a description of the contents of tape 17.
The processed cross sections obtained at user option (i. e., IFG > 0) are placed on
tape 4 at the conclusion of an ANISN-W calculation. This cross section tape is in a com-
patible format for use in subsequent ANISN-W or DOT-IIW calculations. If both racroscopic
and microscopic weightings are specified (ICON=3), then the macroscopic data by region
precede the microscopic data on tape 4. The data are processed and placed on tape 4 in
the order given in the 9$ and 11$ arrays with zero entries excluded. Data sets on tape 4
are numbered in sequence starting at 1.
2.5.3 Punched Output
Punched card output from the ANISN-W code is determined from the value of
ID1 in the 15$ data array. If ID1 is specified as 0 or ', no punched card output is pro-








3. Scalar fluxes by interval and by group (Each group starts on a new card)
4. Four blank cards
5. Right leakage for Zone 1
6. Left leakage for Zone 1
7. Total flux for Zone 1
(cards 5, 6, and 7 are then repeated for each zone)
8. Two blank cards
9. 2U card
10. Source neutron density by interval
Items 3, 5, 6, 7, and 10 are punched on cards in a FORTRAN (6E12.5) format.
Items 2 and 3 constitute a complete flux guess (in reality, the converged flux solution),
while items 9 and 10 constitute a complete source. neutron (or fission density) guess for
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CONTEI^ITS OF ANISN-W PROGRAM GENERATED TAPE 17
RECORD CONTENTS
1 IGM, ID, IGE, IM, IP, EV, IZM, (T(I), I = 1	 8), selected integer data,
radii and fission density. 	 (RA(I), FD(I), MA*I), 1 = 1, IM), RA(IP)
2 Total Flux (One Record Per Group)
IGM + 1
2+ IGM Integer Input Data, 15$ Array
3+ IGM Floating Point Input Data, 16* Array
4+ IGM Material Numbers by Zone, 9$ Array
5+ L( INA Zone Numbers by Interval, 8$ Array
6+ IGM Fission Spectrum by Group, 1* Array
7+ IGM Quadrature Weights, 6* Array
8+ IGM Quadrature Direction Cosines, 7* Array
9+ IGM Reflective Direction Indices
10+ IGM Radii by Interval
11 + IGM Volumes by Interval
12 + IGM wa *Sigma Fission Cross Section for Group 1, All Materials
13 + IGM Totai Cross Section for Group 1, All Materials
Nu*Sigma Fission Cross Section for Group 2, All Materials
• Total Cross Section for Group 2, All Materials
I	 f
2.6 PROGRAM LOGIC
The program logic for the ANISN-W code is presented in this section. The
presentation of the calculational procedure is given in a simplified form to show the
user when a certain operation or calculation is performed.
	
2.6.1	 Subroutine Description
Table 2-6 briefly describes the principal function of each subroutine in the
ANISN-W code. This table is included so that the user can familiarize himself with
respect to the various types of calculations performed by the ANISN-W code.
	
2.6.2	 Calculational Procedure
The simplified, flow chart of the major calculations performed by the ANISN-W
code is shown in Figure 2-2. For clarity, only the principal calculational routines are
shown; the other routines are straightforward calculations or operations.
To obtain more problem data space in core storage, the OVERLAY feature of
the MSFC UNIVAC-1103 computer system is used. OVERLAY is a programming technique
that minimizes the core storage requirements of the FORTRAN program. By minimizing
the core storage required for the source program, more problem data space becomes
available in core storage.
The Iev- el structure used in the overlay of the AN ISN--W code is shown in
Figure 2-3. Levels are used to describe the sequence of loading overlays and to specify
which sections of the source program overlay others. The main level of the overlay structure
always resides in core storage. Only one primary level and its respective secondary levels
can reside in core storage at one time.
An increase of approximately 15, 000 10 core storage locations for ANISN-W
problem data resulting in a total problem data storage of 49, 000 1 0 is achieved using








LIST OF ANISN-W CODE SUBROUTINES AND THEIR PRINCIPAL OPERATION
Subroutine Name Principal Operation
ANISN Sets up and zeros out blank common storage
CONTRL Overall control of program information flow
ERRO Prints error messages
WOT General print routine
PLSNT Variable dimension and input data read control
ADO Generalized input data read routine
TP Reads cross sections, source, flux, or fission guess data
ADJNT Performs adjoint reversals of selected data arrays
5805 Performs adjoint reversals of cross section data
S804 Checks Sn constants and computes PI constants
	
X
S814 Computes areas, volumes, and total fixed source
WOT8 General print routine
S966 Reads cross section library tape
GUTS Controls iteration loops
S807 Mixes cross sections
S810 Computes geometry dependent arrays
S824 Computes total source by interval
S821 Computes and normalizes fission source and normalizes fluxes
DT Inner 'iteration diffusion theor y calculation
S833 Inner iteration transport theory calculation
S851 Outer iteration convergence tests and new eigenvalue
computations for search calculations

























Storage allocation for balance tables
Writes output data on tape 17 for subsequent analyses
Balance table computation and printout
Preliminary calculations for cross section weighting
Cross section weighting calculation and printout
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	 METHOD OF SOLUTION
In many ways, the ANISN-W program is similar to the DTF -IV code in the method
of solution. For this reason, the user is referred to Reference 4 where detailed equations
are given describing the discrete ordinates transport solution of the Poltzmann transport
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